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ELEMENTARY SUBGROUPS OF ISOTROPIC REDUCTIVE GROUPS

V. PETROV AND A. STAVROVA

Abstract. Let G be a not necessarily split reductive group scheme over a commuta-
tive ring R with 1. Given a parabolic subgroup P of G, the elementary group EP (R)
is defined to be the subgroup of G(R) generated by UP (R) and UP−(R), where
UP and UP− are the unipotent radicals of P and its opposite P−, respectively. It
is proved that if G contains a Zariski locally split torus of rank 2, then the group
EP (R) = E(R) does not depend on P , and, in particular, is normal in G(R).

§1. Introduction

Let G be a reductive algebraic group over a commutative ring R with identity. Our
aim is to give a definition of an elementary subgroup E(R) of the group of points G(R),
generalizing the notion of the elementary subgroup of a split reductive group and other
similar concepts, and to show that under some natural restrictions, E(R) is normal in
G(R).

The notion of the elementary subgroup En(R) of the general linear group GLn(R)
was introduced by Bass [7] (while before it had been used implicitly by Whitehead in the
study of homotopy types of CW-complexes) and served as a basis for his construction
of algebraic K-theory. In particular, the nonstable K1-functor is defined as the quotient
GLn(R)/ En(R), and K2 as the kernel of a certain central extension of En(R). The
definition of the elementary subgroup involves a fixed basis in Rn, but by the Suslin
theorem [26], if R is commutative and n ≥ 3, then En(R) does not depend on the choice
of a basis, or, in other words, is normal in GLn(R). Various approaches to this result
were discussed, for example, in [25, 35].

Later on, the elementary subgroup was defined for arbitrary split semisimple groups
over R as the subgroup generated by all elementary root unipotents xα(ξ) or, what is
the same, by the R-points of the unipotent radical of a Borel subgroup B in G and of the
unipotent radical of the opposite Borel subgroup B− (see, e.g., [1, 21]). In the same way
as in the case of G = GLn, it turns out that when the ranks of all irreducible components
of the root system of G are at least 2, the elementary subgroup does not depend on the
choice of a Borel subgroup, i.e., is normal in G(R). For the orthogonal and symplectic
groups, this fact was proved by Suslin and Kopĕıko [27, 18] and by Fu An Li [19], and
for arbitrary Chevalley groups by Abe [1] in the case of local rings and by Taddei [29]
in the general case (cf. [2]). A simpler proof was given by Hazrat and Vavilov in [15].
The normality of the elementary subgroup in twisted Chevalley groups was proved by
Suzuki [28], and by Bak and Vavilov [5].
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For classical groups, there are versions of the definition of the elementary subgroup
that involve an involution and a “form parameter” (in the sense of Bak). In that case
normality was proved by Vaserstein and Hong You [34], and by Bak and Vavilov [6]; see
also the paper of the first author on the case of “odd” unitary groups [22]. Certainly, not
all classical groups in the sense of Bak can be presented as groups of points of reductive
group schemes, but as for the methods, these works are direct generalizations of those
mentioned above.

For nonsplit almost simple groups over a field k, the following analog of the elementary
subgroup, introduced by Tits [30], is often considered. Namely, Tits defined the group
G+(k) (originally G0

k) as the subgroup generated by the k-points of the unipotent radicals
of all parabolic subgroups in G defined over k. This definition is usually preferred,
because it makes normality obvious, but in fact G+(k) is generated by the points of any
two opposite unipotent radicals; see [10, Proposition 6.2]. Note that G+(k) is projectively
simple in almost all cases [30], and the description of normal subgroups in G(k) is reduced
to the study of the so-called Whitehead group G(k)/G+(k), which is a natural analog of
the K1-functor. The famous Kneser–Tits problem asks whether the quotient is trivial in
the case of a simply connected group G. It has an affirmative solution for number fields
(the last step was recently done by Gille [14]), but in general the answer is negative even
for groups of type Al (the Platonov counterexample; see [14, 23]).

For nonsplit classical groups over rings, Vaserstein [32, 33] defined the elementary sub-
group as the subgroup generated by all Eichler–Siegel–Dickson transvections. Normality
is again obvious, but Vaserstein showed that the elementary subgroup is generated by
transvections of a certain kind. Essentially, he fixed a parabolic subgroup of type P1

and considered points of its unipotent radical and of the unipotent radical of an opposite
parabolic subgroup.

Finally, we mention another definition of an elementary group that arises in the Jordan
theory [3, 20]. The elementary group corresponding to a Jordan or Kantor pair is the
group generated by all “exponents” of its elements taken in the adjoint representation.
Morally, these are subgroups of suitable adjoint semisimple groups generated by points
of two opposed unipotent radicals of nilpotency class 1 or 2.

This naturally leads us to the following definition generalizing all the definitions men-
tioned above.

Let P be a parabolic subgroup of a reductive group G over R, and let UP be its
unipotent radical. Since the base Spec R is affine, the group P has a Levi subgroup LP

(see [12, Exp. XXVI, Cor. 2.3]). There is a unique parabolic subgroup P− in G that
is opposite to P with respect to LP (that is, P− ∩ P = LP ; see [12, Exp. XXVI, Th.
4.3.2]).

We define the elementary subgroup EP (R) corresponding to P as the subgroup of
G(R) generated as an abstract group by UP (R) and UP−(R).

Note that if L′
P is another Levi subgroup of P , then L′

P and LP are conjugate by some
element u ∈ UP (R) [12, Exp. XXVI, Cor. 1.8]; hence EP (R) does not depend on the
choice of a Levi subgroup or, respectively, of an opposite subgroup P−. We shall show
that, under some natural restrictions, EP (R) does not depend on the choice of P as well,
and, in particular, is normal in G(R).

Recall that the main invariant of a split reductive group G over an algebraically closed
field (as well as over a commutative ring; see [12, Exp. XXII]) is its root system Φ with
respect to a split maximal torus T . Every parabolic subgroup P of a split group is
characterized up to conjugacy by its type J ⊆ Π, where Π is a system of simple roots in
Φ. A classical way to generalize these notions to the case of a nonsplit reductive group
over an arbitrary field k (or over a local ring; see [12, Exp. XXVI, §7]) is to replace the
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root system Φ by the relative root system kΦ in the sense of Borel and Tits [9, 31] and
to adjust appropriately the definition of the type of a parabolic subgroup (cf. §2).

We return to the case of an arbitrary reductive group G over a ring R. Let Gad denote
the corresponding adjoint algebraic group. We say that a parabolic subgroup P in G
is strictly proper if for every maximal ideal M in R the image of PRM

in Gi under the
projection map is a proper subgroup in Gi, where Gad

RM
=

∏
i Gi is the decomposition

of the semisimple group Gad
RM

into a product of simple groups. In the language of Borel
and Tits (and of [12, Exp. XXVI, §7]) this condition can be restated as follows: the type
of the parabolic subgroup PRM

meets every irreducible component of the relative root
system of GRM

.
Our main result is the following.

Theorem 1. Let G be a reductive algebraic group over a commutative ring R. Assume
that for any maximal ideal M in R all irreducible components of the relative root system
of GRM

are of rank at least 2. Then EP (R) does not depend on the choice of a strictly
proper parabolic subgroup P . In particular, E(R) = EP (R) is normal in G(R).

Remark 1. The condition that the ranks of irreducible components of the relative root
system of GRM

are at least 2 is equivalent to the existence of split tori of rank at least 2
in every simple factor of the adjoint group Gad

RM
.

Remark 2. In essence, the theorem says that if P and P ′ are strictly proper parabolic
subgroups in G, then EP ′(R) = EP (R) in the following cases:

• when P and P ′ are (locally) conjugate;
• when P ≤ P ′ are comparable with respect to inclusion.

In the second case the condition on the ranks of irreducible components may be omitted
(Lemma 12).

The key point in the proof of Theorem 1 is to apply an analog of the Quillen–Suslin
lemma (Lemma 17), which essentially reduces the problem to the case of a local ring R. A
K0-analog of that lemma appeared in Quillen’s solution of the Serre problem [24], while
a K1-version that we use was proposed by Suslin [26]. Over a local ring the assertion of
the theorem remains true even without the restriction on the rank of the relative root
system; it is readily implied by the local conjugacy of minimal parabolic subgroups ([12,
Exp. XXVI, §5]).

Our main technical tool is relative root subschemes of G. In §§3–4 we define the system
of relative roots ΦP of G with respect to a parabolic subgroup P , generalizing the classical
definition of the relative roots by Borel and Tits [9] mentioned above. Unlike the classical
case, now ΦP is not necessarily a root system. Next, by using faithfully flat descent, for
any relative root A ∈ ΦP , we construct (§4, Theorem 2) a projective R-module VA and
a closed embedding of schemes (but not of group schemes in general)

XA : W(VA) → G,

where W(VA) is the affine group scheme corresponding to VA. The elements XA(v),
A ∈ ΦP , v ∈ VA, of G(R) play the same role as elementary root unipotents in split
groups. In particular, they generate EP (R) and are subject to certain commutator
relations that generalize Chevalley commutator formulas:

[XA(v), XB(u)] =
∏

i,j>0

XiA+jB(NABij(v, u)),

where NABij : VA×VB → ViA+jB are certain polynomial maps homogeneous of degree i in
the first argument and of degree j in the second argument (Lemmas 9, 10). Under certain
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restrictions, these maps NABij are surjective, which corresponds to the invertibility of
coefficients in the split case.

The authors are heartily grateful to Nikolai Vavilov for his encouraging attention to
their work.

§2. Local épinglages and parabolic subgroups

Let G be a reductive algebraic group over a commutative ring R with 1. Recall that
an épinglage ([12, Exp. XXIII, Déf. 1.1]) E of G consists of the following data:

• the root datum R = (X, X∨, Φ, Φ∨, Π) of G, including a fixed set of simple roots
Π ⊆ Φ;

• a split maximal subtorus T of G, together with an isomorphism X∗(T ) � X,
where X∗(T ) is the character lattice of T ;

• for any α ∈ Π, an isomorphism xα : Ga
∼−→ Xα between the additive group Ga

and the corresponding root subgroup Xα of G, such that T acts on Xα by means
of α.

Any épinglage can be extended to a Chevalley system, that is, a system of isomorphisms
xα for all α ∈ Φ, satisfying the Steinberg relations (in particular, the Chevalley commu-
tator formulas). A reductive group G is split if and only if it admits an épinglage.

For any two épinglages E and E ′ of G, there exists a unique inner automorphism ι of
G that takes, locally in the fpqc-topology, one épinglage into another. More precisely,
this means that ι takes T to T ′, and there is an fpqc-covering

∐
Spec Sµ → SpecR

together with certain elements gµ ∈ G(Sµ) and root data isomorphisms γµ : R → R′ (we
require that γµ(Π) = Π′) such that over any Sµ the morphism ι is the conjugation by
gµ, the isomorphism

X′
Sµ

� X∗(T ′
µ) � X∗(Tµ) � XSµ

induced by ι coincides with γ−1
µ , and ι ◦ xα = x′

γµ(α) for all α ∈ Π (see Exp. XXIV,
Lemme 1.5). Observe that if SpecSµ and SpecSν have nontrivial intersection (i.e.,
Sµ ⊗R Sν 
= 0), then γµ = γν . Therefore, the entire collection of isomorphisms {γµ} does
not depend on a given covering; we shall call these isomorphisms the patching symmetries
between E and E ′.

Let P be a parabolic subgroup ([12, Exp. XXVI, Déf. 1.1]) of a split reductive group
G. An épinglage E is said to be adapted to P if there exists a parabolic set of roots
Ψ, Π ⊆ Ψ ⊆ Φ, such that P is (algebraically) generated by the torus T and the root
subgroups Xγ , γ ∈ Ψ. In particular, this implies that the unipotent radical UP of P is
generated by Xα, α ∈ Ψ \ −Ψ. If a Levi subgroup LP of P is chosen, the épinglage is
said to be adapted to P and LP if LP is generated by T and Xα, α ∈ Ψ∩−Ψ, i.e., if LP

is a unique Levi subgroup of P containing T (see [12, Exp. XXVI, Prop. 1.12]).
If E and E ′ are two épinglages of G adapted to P , then the corresponding elements

gµ belong to P (Sµ) ([12, Exp. XXVI, Prop. 1.15]). If, moreover, these épinglages are
adapted to a Levi subgroup LP of P , then each gµ belongs to LP (Sµ) ([12, Exp. XXVI,
Cor. 1.8]).

Assume now that G is an arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily split) reductive algebraic
group. Then G is split locally in the étale, and hence also in the fpqc-topology ([12,
Exp. XXII, Cor. 2.3]).

Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G. Then fpqc-locally on Spec R, one can choose
an épinglage of G adapted to P ([12, Exp. XXVI, Lemme 1.14]). Since G is a reductive
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group over an affine scheme SpecR, P possesses a Levi subgroup LP ([12, Exp. XXVI,
Cor. 2.3]). Since, locally in the étale topology, LP contains a maximal torus of G, we
conclude that fpqc-locally one can choose an épinglage of G adapted to both P and LP .

By a local épinglage of G we mean a triple τ consisting of
• an affine open subset Uτ ⊆ SpecR;
• its faithfully flat affine covering SpecSτ → Uτ such that G splits over Sτ ;
• an épinglage Eτ of GSτ

.
Consider the category whose objects are local épinglages τ and whose morphisms are
graph isomorphisms between the Dynkin diagrams Dτ arising in the épinglages Eτ . This
category is the symmetric groupoid Sym({Dτ}) determined by all Dynkin diagrams of
all local épinglages τ .

Two objects τ and σ of Sym({Dτ}) provide two épinglages of the group GSτ⊗Sσ
.

Hence, they induce patching symmetries from Rτ to Rσ, which in turn give rise to
certain graph isomorphisms between the corresponding Dynkin diagrams Dτ and Dσ.
Define the patching groupoid Γ to be the subgroupoid of Sym({Dτ}) generated by all
these isomorphisms. We denote by Γτ the group of automorphisms of an object τ of
Γ. Clearly, Γτ is a subgroup of the group of automorphisms Aut(Dτ ). For example, if
R = k is a field and Sτ = K is a Galois extension, then Γτ coincides with the image of
the Galois group Gal(K/k) in Aut(Dτ ) corresponding to the ∗-action of Gal(K/k) [31].

Consider a Γ-isomorphism class ξ of local épinglages and denote by Uξ the union of
all Uτ , τ ∈ ξ. It is easy to see that the open subsets Uξ form a partition of Spec R;
in particular, they are clopen affine subschemes. Since SpecR is quasicompact, their
number is finite. Therefore, we can write Uξ = Spec Rξ, where R �

∏
ξ Rξ.

Note that for any parabolic subgroup P of G, our definition of EP (R) readily implies
EP (R) �

∏
ξ EPRξ

(Rξ). This allows us to reduce most questions on the elementary
subgroup to the case where the groupoid Γ consists of a unique isomorphism class.

Now we define the type of a parabolic subgroup P . First, consider all local épinglages
τ adapted to P . Every subgroup PSτ

is a standard parabolic subgroup corresponding to
a set Jτ ⊆ Πτ of simple roots, so that PSτ

is generated by the respective torus Tτ and by
the root subgroups corresponding to the roots in whose decomposition the simple roots
from Jτ appear with nonnegative coefficients. The collection of all Jτ is invariant under
the morphisms of Γ (in particular, every Jτ is invariant under Γτ ). It is easy to see that,
starting with this data, in any local épinglage τ we can choose a subset Jτ ⊆ Πτ so that
Γ-invariance still occurs. The total collection {Jτ} will be called the type of the parabolic
subgroup P .

In fact, the constant schemes Dτ over Sτ can be glued together along the patching
isomorphisms to produce a twisted constant scheme over R, which is called the Dynkin
scheme of G (see [12, Exp. XXIV, §3)]). In a similar way, their clopen subschemes Jτ

can be glued to give a clopen subscheme of the Dynkin scheme, which is precisely what is
called the type of a parabolic subgroup in [12]. However, we prefer to keep to the above
set-theoretic notions.

Recall that if R is a local ring, there exists a unique maximal (with respect to inclu-
sion) parabolic subgroup type, which comes from a minimal parabolic subgroup ([12,
Exp. XXVI, Cor. 5.7]).

§3. Relative roots

Throughout this section, Φ is a reduced root system in an l-dimensional Euclidean
space with the scalar product ( , ). We fix a set of simple roots Π = {α1, . . . , αl} in Φ
(when Φ is irreducible, our numbering follows [11]), and we identify the elements of Π
with the corresponding vertices of the Dynkin diagram D of Φ.
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Fix a subset J ⊆ Π, and let ∆ be the subsystem of Φ spanned by Π \ J . Any root
α ∈ Φ has a unique decomposition of the form

α =
∑

1≤r≤l

mr(α)αr.

We set
αJ =

∑
1≤r≤l,
αr∈J

mr(α)αr.

We call a linear combination a of the elements of J a shape (cf. [4]) if there exists a root
α ∈ Φ \ ∆ with αJ = a. In this case we also say that α is a root of shape αJ .

Lemma 1. Take α, β, γ ∈ Φ such that none of them is opposite to another and α+β +γ
is a root. Then at least two of the sums α + β, α + γ, β + γ are roots.

Proof. We can assume that Φ is irreducible. Set δ = α + β + γ. Since (δ, α + β + γ) =
(δ, δ) > 0, one of the products (δ, α), (δ, β), (δ, γ) is positive; let it be (δ, α). Then
δ − α = β + γ is a root. Next, if (α, β + γ) < 0, then one of the products (α, β),
(α, γ) is negative, and hence either α + β or α + γ is a root. If (α, β + γ) ≥ 0, then
(δ, β + γ) = (α, β + γ) + (β + γ, β + γ) > 0, which implies that one of (δ, β), (δ, γ) is
positive; that is, δ − β or δ − γ is a root. �
Lemma 2. Suppose that a, b, c are shapes and that a + b = c. Then for any root γ of
shape c there exist roots α of shape a and β of shape b such that α + β = γ.

Proof. The relation a + b = c implies that the shapes a, b, c are linear combinations
of simple roots from the same irreducible component of Φ, so we assume that Φ is
irreducible. We can represent γ as a sum γ = α0 + β0 + λ1 + · · ·+ λn, where α0 is a root
of shape a, β0 is a root of shape b, and λi ∈ ∆. We proceed by induction on n. The case
where n = 0 is obvious. If (γ, α0) > 0 or (γ, β0) > 0, then γ −α0 or, respectively, γ − β0

is a root; therefore, we can take α = α0, β = γ − α0 or β = β0, α = γ − β0. Otherwise
(γ, γ) > 0 implies that there exists i such that (γ, λi) > 0; that is, γ′ = γ − λi is a root.
By the inductive hypothesis we have γ′ = α′ + β′, where α′ is a root of shape a, and β′

is a root of shape b. It remains to note that by Lemma 1, one of α′ + λi, β′ + λi is a
root. �

Let Γ be a subgroup of Aut(D), and suppose that J ⊆ Π is invariant under the action
of Γ. Let Γ act trivially on Z. Then the Abelian group MapΓ(J, Z) of all Γ-invariant
maps from J to Z is free, and its rank is equal to the number of Γ-orbits in J . We define
a linear map

π = πJ,Γ : Z Φ → MapΓ(J, Z),
where Z Φ is the root lattice, as follows: for v =

∑
αi∈Π mi(v)αi ∈ Z Φ, we set

π(v)(αj) =
∑

αi∈Γ(αj)

mi(v) for any αj ∈ Π.

The set π(Φ) \ {0} will be called the set, or the system, of relative roots and will be
denoted by ΦJ,Γ. The rank rank ΦJ,Γ of a system of relative roots ΦJ,Γ is the rank of the
group MapΓ(J, Z).

Note that if R is a local ring, Φ is the root system of a reductive algebraic group G, J
is the type of a minimal parabolic subgroup of G, and Γ is the group of automorphisms
of any object of the patching groupoid, then ΦJ,Γ is indeed a root system (maybe a
nonreduced one, i.e., of type BCl). If the group G is semisimple, the rank of this root
system is equal to the rank of a maximal split subtorus of G. See [12, Exp. XXVI, §7]
or [9, §5] for the details. In general, however, ΦJ,Γ is not a root system.
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It is clear that any relative root A ∈ ΦJ,Γ can be represented as a (unique) linear
combination of relative roots from π(Π). By the level lev(A) of a relative root A we
mean the sum of the coefficients in this decomposition.

We say that A ∈ ΦJ,Γ is a positive (respectively, negative) relative root if it is a
nonnegative (respectively, nonpositive) linear combination of the elements of π(Π). The
sets of positive and negative relative roots will be denoted by Φ+

J,Γ and Φ−
J,Γ, respectively.

It is seen immediately that A ∈ Φ±
J,Γ if and only if π−1(A) ⊆ Φ±, and, in particular,

ΦJ,Γ = Φ+
J,Γ ∪ Φ−

J,Γ.
Observe that the group of automorphisms Γ acts on the set of irreducible components

of the root system Φ. If this action is transitive, the system of relative roots ΦJ,Γ is
said to be irreducible. Clearly, any system of relative roots ΦJ,Γ is a disjoint union of
irreducible ones; we call them the irreducible components of ΦJ,Γ.

Clearly, for αi, αj ∈ J we have π(αi) = π(αj) if and only if αi and αj are in the same
Γ-orbit. Moreover, π|∆ = 0; that is, π(α) = π(αJ) for any root α. If the group Γ is
trivial, then the relative roots are in one-to-one correspondence with the shapes defined
by J .

Lemma 3. Let α, β ∈ Φ. Then π(α) = π(β) if and only if there exists σ ∈ Γ such that
σ(αJ) = βJ .

Proof. The case where Γ = {id} is clear. It is also easily seen that we can assume Φ is
irreducible. Moreover, we can replace the subset J by any subset J ′ ⊆ Π that differs
from J by a union of one-element Γ-orbits. Then if Φ = Dl, l ≥ 4, everything reduces
to the case where J consists of a unique orbit, and the claim is obvious. This leaves us
with the cases where Φ = Al, l ≥ 1, and Φ = E6.

It is easily seen that if Φ = Al, then the shapes with respect to a Γ-invariant subset
J are in one-to-one correspondence with the roots of some root system Φ′ = Am, m ≤ l,
so that the action of Γ coincides with the action of Aut(D′), where D′ is the Dynkin
diagram of Φ′. Hence, we can assume J = Π. Then ΦJ,Γ can be identified with the
relative root system kΦ of a quasi-split algebraic group of type 2Am (defined over some
field k) in the sense of Borel and Tits, and we can use the general theory of reductive
groups over fields [9]. Namely, applying an element of the relative Weyl group kW , we
pass to the case where π(α) = π(β) is a simple root of kΦ, and the statement is clear.

Similarly, if Φ = E6 and J ⊇ {α1, α6} ∪ {α3, α5} contains two nontrivial Γ-orbits, we
can assume that J = Π and view ΦJ,Γ as a relative root system in the sense of Borel
and Tits. But if J consists of a unique nontrivial Γ-orbit, that is, if J = {α1, α6} or
J = {α3, α5}, our statement is obvious. �

Lemma 4. Suppose A, B, C ∈ ΦJ,Γ and A + B = C. Then for any γ ∈ π−1(C) there
exist α ∈ π−1(A) and β ∈ π−1(B) such that α + β = γ.

Proof. If Γ is trivial, then relative roots coincide with shapes with respect to J , and our
statement is merely Lemma 2. In general, Lemma 2 implies that it suffices to find shapes
a, b, c such that π(a) = A, π(b) = B, π(c) = C, and a + b = c. Next, transferring some
of the roots A, B, C to the other side of the identity A + B = C, we may assume that
A, B, C ∈ Φ+

J,Γ. As in the proof of Lemma 3, we are reduced to the situation where Φ is
irreducible and J contains no one-element Γ-orbit. Then the case of Φ = Dl, l ≥ 4, is
straightforward. To settle the other cases, let σ denote a unique nontrivial element of Γ.

If Φ = Al, again as in the proof of Lemma 3, we can assume that J = Π, and the
system of relative roots is a relative root system kΦ in the sense of Borel and Tits,
corresponding to a quasi-split algebraic group of type 2Al over a field k, and Γ depicts
the ∗-action of a Galois group [9, 31]. Since we can leave out any one-element orbit, it
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suffices to consider the case where l = 2n is even. Then ΦJ,Γ = BCn. It is known [9]
that any element of the Weyl group of ΦJ,Γ (“the relative Weyl group”) can be lifted to
an element of the Weyl group of Φ, so we can assume that one of the relative roots A, B,
say, A, is a simple root of ΦJ,Γ, that is, A = π(αi), or a multiple of a short simple root,
that is, A = π(αn+αn+1). Take some α ∈ π−1(B), γ ∈ π−1(C), and set J ′ = Π\π−1(A).
Then αJ′ = γJ′ ; hence by Lemma 3 we may assume that αJ′ = γJ′ . Now it is easy to
show that π(α) + A = π(γ) implies α + αi = γ or α + σ(αi) = γ in the first case, and
α + αn + αn+1 = γ in the second.

Now, let Φ = E6, and let roots α, β, γ ∈ Φ+ be such that π(α) = A, π(β) = B and
π(γ) = C. If the shapes αJ , βJ , γJ have no coefficients greater than 1, the problem
reduces to the case where Φ = A5, discussed above. Otherwise α3, α5 ∈ J and we may
suppose that m3(γ) = 2 without loss of generality. Then m5(γ) = 2 or m5(γ) = 1. If
J = {α3, α5}, then the proof is finished by applying σ to one of αJ , βJ , so we consider
J = {α1, α3, α5, α6}.

The case of J = {α3, α5} being settled, we can assume that αJ′ + βJ′ = γJ′ , where
J ′ = {α3, α5}. If m5(γ) = 2, then m1(γ) = m6(γ) = 1. If one of the roots α, β has a
coefficient ≥ 2, then, without loss of generality, m3(α) = 2 and m5(α) = 1, which implies
m1(α) = 1 and m3(β) = 0, m5(β) = 1. Then m1(β) = 0 and m6(α) + m6(β) = m6(γ),
so that αJ + βJ = γJ . If m3(α) = m5(α) = m3(β) = m5(β) = 1, we can use the case of
J = {α1, α6}. The case where m3(γ) = 2, m5(γ) = 1 is completely similar. �

Lemma 5. If a relative root A ∈ ΦJ,Γ is contained in an irreducible component of rank
at least 2, then there exist noncollinear relative roots B, C ∈ ΦJ,Γ such that A = B + C.
If Φ = G2, then B and C can be chosen so that B − C 
∈ ΦJ,Γ.

Proof. We can assume Φ is irreducible. First, consider the case where Φ = G2. Since
rank ΦJ,Γ ≥ 2, in this case Φ = ΦJ,Γ and the relative roots coincide with the usual ones.
Since the Weyl group transfers any root into a simple one, we can assume that A is
a simple root of G2. Then we take B = α1 + α2, C = −α2 if A = α1 is short, and
B = 3α1 + 2α2, C = −(3α1 + α2) if A = α2 is long.

Now, let Φ 
= G2. We can assume that A is a positive relative root, i.e., π−1(A) ⊆ Φ+.
First, suppose that A = kπ(αr), where αr ∈ Π is a simple root, k > 0. Let αs ∈ J

be a simple root that does not belong to the Γ-orbit of αr and is the nearest to αr on
the Dynkin diagram among elements with this property. It is easily seen that for any
α ∈ π−1(A) there exists β ∈ π−1(π(αs)) such that (α, β) < 0 and thus α + β ∈ Φ.
Indeed, for any α ∈ π−1(A) we have ms(α) = 0 by the definition of π, so we can take β
to be the sum of simple roots constituting the chain between αs and the nearest simple
root that appears in the decomposition of α with a nonzero coefficient. Now we can take
B = π(α + β) and C = π(−β). Since π(α) = kπ(αr) and π(−β) = −π(αs), the relative
roots B and C are noncollinear.

Now, let A 
= kπ(αr). For any root α ∈ π−1(A) there are roots β1, . . . , βn ∈ Π
such that α = β1 + · · · + βn and for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n the sum β1 + · · · + βi is a root.
Let i be the smallest possible index satisfying βi+1, . . . , βn ∈ ∆. Then βi ∈ J and
π(β1 + · · · + βi−1 + βi) = A. Set B = π(β1 + · · · + βi−1) and C = π(βi). The relative
roots B and C are noncollinear, because otherwise we would have A = kπ(βi) for some
k > 0. �

§4. Relative root subschemes

Throughout this section, we assume that the patching groupoid consists of a unique
isomorphism class; P is a fixed parabolic subgroup of G of type {Jτ}. Then the maps
πτ : X∗(Tτ ) → MapΓ(Jτ , Z) are transformed into each other by patching symmetries,
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so we can identify the corresponding systems of relative roots ΦJτ ,Γτ
. We denote the

resulting system by ΦP .
Let Ψ ⊆ ΦP be a unipotent closed set of relative roots, that is, a subset that contains

the sum of any two of its elements (if this sum is a relative root) and does not contain any
collinear oppositely directed relative roots. Then the set π−1(Ψ) is a unipotent closed
subset of Φ in the usual sense.

We fix a Levi subgroup LP of P . It is clear that the local épinglages τ adapted to P
and LP constitute an open covering of SpecR. For any such τ we define UΨ,τ to be the
subgroup of GSτ

generated by all Xα,τ , α ∈ π−1(Ψ). Since any two épinglages τ and
σ adapted to LP are locally conjugate by an element of LP , patching symmetries take
UΨ,τ to UΨ,σ. Hence, the groups UΨ,τ glue together into a global subgroup UΨ of G.

In particular, in this way we obtain closed subgroups U(A) of G, where (A) is the set
of all relative roots that are positive multiples of a relative root A. It is easily seen that
U(iA) is normal in U(A) for any i ≥ 1.

For any finitely generated projective R-module V , the functor S �→ V ⊗R S is repre-
sented by an affine group scheme W(V ) = Spec Sym∗(V ∗), where V ∗ is the dual R-module
and Sym∗ is the symmetric algebra. A morphism of schemes W(V1) → W(V2) is then
determined by an element of Sym∗(V ∗

1 ) ⊗R V2. If this element lies in Symd(V ∗
1 ) ⊗R V2,

we say that the morphism is homogeneous of degree d. In particular, the morphisms of
degree 1 are linear morphisms.

Theorem 2. For all relative roots A ∈ ΦP , there exist projective modules VA over R
and closed embeddings of schemes

XA : W(VA) → G

such that, over any local épinglage τ adapted to P and LP , the modules VA ⊗R Sτ are
free, and if a basis e1, . . . , ekA

of VA ⊗R Sτ is chosen, then the morphism XA is given by

(1) XA(e1a1 + · · · + ekA
akA

) =
kA∏
j=1

xγj
(aj) ·

∏
i≥2

∏
π(β)=iA

xβ(pi
β,τ (a1, . . . , akA

)),

where γj, 1 ≤ j ≤ kA, are all roots of π−1(A), and each pi
β,τ is a homogeneous polynomial

of degree i.
These morphisms enjoy the following properties.

1) XA(0) = 1.
2) For any g ∈ LP , we have

gXA(v)g−1 =
∏
i≥1

XiA(ϕi
g,A(v)),

where each ϕi
g,A : W(VA) → W(ViA) is homogeneous of degree i.

3) We have

XA(v)XA(w) = XA(v + w)
∏
i>1

XiA(qi
A(v, w)),

where each qi
A : W(VA)×Spec R W(VA) = W(VA⊕VA) → W(ViA) is homogeneous

of degree i.

Proof. Over a local épinglage τ , we define VA,τ as SkA
τ , where kA = |π−1(A)|. Consider

the morphisms of schemes
YA,τ : W(VA,τ ) → UA,τ
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given by
YA,τ (e1a1 + · · · + ekA

akA
) =

∏
j

xγj
(aj),

where the γj are all roots of π−1(A) in some order. The Chevalley commutator formula
shows that over Spec Sτ the morphisms YA,τ satisfy the analogs of properties 1 and 3,
and also 2 for the elements of (LP )τ belonging to the torus Tτ or to a root subgroup.
Since over Sτ the big cell ΩLP is dense in LP , property 2 holds true for all elements of
(LP )τ .

Next, for any two local épinglages σ, τ we have

ιστ (YA,τ (v)) = YA,σ(ϕA,σ,τ (v)) mod U(2A),

where ϕA,σ,τ : VA,τ ⊗R Sσ → VA,σ ⊗R Sτ are linear maps. Clearly, they satisfy the
cocycle condition, and hence glue the modules VA,τ into a projective R-module VA. This
means that there are linear isomorphisms θA,τ : VA ⊗R Sτ → VA,τ such that ϕA,σ,τ =
θA,σ ◦ (θA,τ )−1.

Now we use induction on j to construct sections Xj
A,τ : VA,τ → UA,τ such that

ιστ (Xj
A,τ (v)) = Xj

A,σ(ϕA,σ,τ (v)) mod U((j+1)A),

where the Xj
A,τ are determined by (1). Then, for j sufficiently large, since the morphisms

Xj
A,τ are affine, they glue into a morphism XA : W(VA) → U(A) defined globally, and all

the properties we need follow by descent from the Chevalley commutator formula.
Set X1

A,τ = YA,τ . Suppose we have already defined Xj
A,τ . We are looking for a map

Xj+1
A,τ of the form

Xj+1
A,τ (v) = Xj

A,τ (v)Y(j+1)A,τ (χτ (v)),

where χτ : VA,τ → V(j+1)A,τ is a homogeneous polynomial map. We also want it to
satisfy the relation

ιστ (Xj
A,τ (v)Y(j+1)A,τ (χτ (v)))

= Xj
A,σ(ϕA,σ,τ (v))Y(j+1)A,σ(χσ(ϕA,σ,τ (v))) mod U((j+2)A),

or equivalently,

ιστ (Xj
A,τ (v))−1Xj

A,σ(ϕA,σ,τ (v))

= Y(j+1)A,σ(ϕ(j+1)A,σ,τ (χτ (v)) − χσ(ϕA,σ,τ (v))) mod U((j+2)A) .

Let ψστ (v) denote a unique element of V(j+1)A,σ ⊗R Sτ satisfying

ιστ (Xj
A,τ (v))−1Xj

A,σ(ϕA,σ,τ (v)) = Y(j+1)A,σ(ψστ (v)) mod U((j+2)A) .

Then routine computations give

ψρτ = ϕ(j+1)A,ρ,σ ◦ ψστ + ψρσ ◦ ϕA,σ,τ .

Taking aστ = θ−1
(j+1)A,σ ◦ ψστ ◦ θA,τ , we rewrite this as

aρτ = aρσ + aστ .

Our covering is acyclic with coefficients in W(V(j+1)A), and H1(SpecR, W(V(j+1)A)) = 0.
Therefore, there exist functions bτ such that

aστ = bτ − bσ.
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Now we set χτ = θ(j+1)A,τ ◦ bτ ◦ θ−1
A,τ , obtaining

(2) ψστ = ϕ(j+1)A,σ,τ ◦ χτ − χσ ◦ ϕA,σ,τ ,

as we wanted.
It remains to prove that the maps χτ can be chosen so that they will be polynomial

and homogeneous of degree j + 1. The Chevalley commutator relations imply that
this is so for ψστ . We extend the base to the polynomial ring R[Z1, . . . , ZkA

] and set
vZ = e1Z1+· · ·+ekA

ZkA
∈ Sτ [Z1, . . . , ZkA

]kA . We have χτ (vZ) ∈ Sτ [Z1, . . . , ZkA
]k(j+1)A .

We define χ′
τ (vZ) to be the element of Sτ [Z1, . . . , ZkA

]k(j+1)A whose nth component,
1 ≤ n ≤ k(j+1)A, is the homogeneous summand of the nth component of χτ (vZ) of
degree j + 1. Then for any v = e1a1 + · · · + ekA

akA
we define χ′

τ (v) to be the image of
χ′

τ (vZ) under the specialization homomorphism

Sτ [Z1, . . . , ZkA
] → Sτ , Z1 �→ a1, . . . , ZkA

�→ akA
.

It is easily seen that identity (2) remains true with χ′
τ instead of χτ . This finishes the

proof. �

Lemma 6. The map

XΨ : W
( ⊕

A∈Ψ

VA

)
→ UΨ, (vA)A �→

∏
A

XA(vA),

where the product is taken in any fixed order respecting the level, is an isomorphism of
schemes.

Proof. The statement is verified easily over any local épinglage with the help of (1), and
the general case follows by descent. �

Lemma 7. For any A ∈ Ψ, let fA
1 , . . . , fA

nA
, nA ≥ 1, be a system of generators for VA

over R. Then for any ring extension R → S the group of points UΨ(S) is generated as
an abstract group by the elements XA(ξfA

i ), ξ ∈ S, A ∈ Ψ, 1 ≤ i ≤ nA.

Proof. This follows from item 3 in Theorem 2 and Lemma 6. �

From now on, we fix an ordering of the system of relative roots that respects the
level. Then, for any unipotent closed set Ψ ⊆ ΦP , Lemma 6 allows us to define certain
morphisms

pΨ,A : UΨ → W(VA)
(“the coefficient” at the relative root A).

Lemma 8. For any g ∈ UΨ(R) there exists g(X) ∈ UΨ(R[X]) such that g(0) = 1 and
g(1) = g.

Proof. If g =
∏

A XA(vA), we take g(X) =
∏

A XA(vAX). �

§5. Chevalley commutator formulas

We keep the assumption that the patching groupoid consists of a unique isomorphism
class, and that LP is a fixed Levi subgroup of the parabolic subgroup P .

For any relative roots A, B ∈ ΦP , we denote by (A, B) the unipotent closed set of
relative roots consisting of all linear combinations iA + jB, i, j > 0, that are in ΦP .

Lemma 9. Let A, B be relative roots satisfying mA 
= −kB for any m, k ≥ 1. Then the
commutator subgroup [XA(VA), XB(VB)] is contained in

U(A,B) =
∏

i,j>0

XiA+jB(ViA+jB),
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and each map

NABij : VA × VB → ViA+jB,

(vA, vB) �→ p(A,B),iA+jB([XA(vA), XB(vB)])

is homogeneous of degrees i and j in the first and the second arguments, respectively.

Proof. This follows by descent from Theorem 2 and the Chevalley commutator formula
in the split case. �

Lemma 10. Assume that A, B, A + B ∈ ΦP and A, B are noncollinear.
1) If A − B 
∈ ΦP , then

Im NAB11 = VA+B.

2) If A − B ∈ ΦP and Φ 
= G2, then

Im NAB11 + Im NA−B,2B,1,1 +
∑

v∈VB

Im(NA−B,B,1,2(−, v)) = VA+B,

where Im NA−B,2B,1,1 = 0 if 2B 
∈ ΦP .

Proof. 1) By Lemma 4, the assumption implies that any γ ∈ π−1(A + B) decomposes as
γ = α + β, α ∈ π−1(A), β ∈ π−1(B), where α − β is not a root. Then the commutator
[XA(eα), XB(eβ)], taken modulo UΨ, where Ψ = (A, B)\{A+B}, is of the form xα+β(±1)
over any member Sτ of the covering. Hence, Im(NAB11)τ = VA+B ⊗Sτ . Since Im NAB11

is a submodule of VA+B defined over the base ring, we have Im NAB11 = VA+B.
2) In the same way as in 1), we deduce that over any Sτ the module Im(NAB11)τ con-

tains ±eγ , where γ is a short root in π−1(A+B). If γ is a long root in π−1(A + B), our as-
sumptions and Lemma 4 imply the existence of α ∈ π−1(A−B) and β ∈ π−1(B) such that
γ = α + 2β. Using item 3 of Theorem 2, we see that, over any Sτ , [XA−B(eα), XB(eβ)]
modulo UΨ, where Ψ = (A − B, B) \ {A + B}, equals

xα+2β(±1) ·
∏

β′∈2B

[xα(1), xβ′(uβ′)], uβ′ ∈ Sτ .

Consequently, eγ ∈ Im(NA−B,B,1,2)τ (−, eβ)+ Im(NA−B,2B,1,1)τ . We can represent eβ as

eβ = a1f1 + · · · + amfm, ai ∈ Sτ , fi ∈ VB.

It is easily seen that, for any δ ∈ π−1(A − B),

[XA−B(eδ), XB(eβ)] = [XA−B(eδ),
∏

i

XB(aifi) · X2B(w)]

= [XA−B(eδ),
∏

i

XB(aifi)] · [XA−B(eδ), X2B(w)]

=
∏

i

[XA−B(eδ), XB(aifi)]
∏
i<j

[XB(aifi), [XA−B(eδ), XB(ajfj)]]

· [XA−B(eδ), X2B(w)] mod UΨ

for some w ∈ (V2B)τ (Theorem 2). Expanding commutators further, we see that
(NA−B,B,1,2)τ (eδ, eβ) lies in

∑
i

(NA−B,B,1,2)τ (eδ, aifi) + Im(NAB11)τ + Im(NA−B,2B,1,1)τ

=
∑

i

(NA−B,B,1,2)τ (a2
i eδ, fi) + Im(NAB11)τ + Im(NA−B,2B,1,1)τ .
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Summarizing, we see that eγ is in
∑

i

Im(NA−B,B,1,2)τ (−, fi) + Im(NAB11)τ + Im(NA−B,2B,1,1)τ ,

which finishes the proof. �

Lemma 11. Suppose that A ∈ ΦP lies in an irreducible component of rank at least 2.
Then for any v ∈ VA there exist relative roots Bi, Ci ∈ ΦP noncollinear to A, elements
vi ∈ VBi

, ui ∈ VCi
, and integers ki, li > 0, ni ≥ 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ m) such that for any ξ, η ∈ R

we have 1

XA(ξη2v) =
m∏

i=1

XBi
(ξkiηnivi)XCi

(ηli ui).

Proof. We view ξ, η as free variables generating a polynomial ring R[ξ, η], and work with
R[ξ, η]-points of the functors XA, A ∈ ΦP , instead of R-points. The statement is then
obtained by specializing ξ and η.

By Lemma 5, there are noncollinear relative roots B, C ∈ ΦP such that A = B + C,
and B−C is not a relative root if Φ = G2. Then, by Lemmas 9 and 10 (the commutator
formulas are still available over the extension R[ξ, η] of R), the element XA(ξη2v) is
contained in the subgroup generated by

[XB(ξ · VB), XC(η2 · VC)] and
∏

i,j>0,
(i,j) 	=(1,1)

XiB+jC(ξiη2j · ViB+jC),

and also, if B − C is a relative root, by

[XB−C(ξ · VB−C), X2C(η2 · V2C)],
∏

i,j>0,
(i,j) 	=(1,1)

Xi(B−C)+2jC(ξiη2j · Vi(B−C)+2jC),

[XB−C(ξ · VB−C), XC(η · VC)],
∏

i,j>0,
(i,j) 	=(1,2)

Xi(B−C)+jC(ξiηj · Vi(B−C)+jC)

and, by property 3) in Theorem 2, by
∏
i>1

XiA(ξiη2i · ViA).

Since B and C are noncollinear, all relative roots involved are either noncollinear to A,
or have the form iA, i > 1. Hence, we can use descending induction on k = lev(A). �

Now let P ≤ P ′ be two parabolic subgroups of G. Observe that if LP ′ is a Levi
subgroup of P ′, then P possesses a Levi subgroup LP satisfying LP ⊆ LP ′ ([12, Exp.
XXVI, Prop. 1.20]). Suppose that τ is a local épinglage adapted to P and LP and that
P is of type J = Jτ ⊆ Πτ = Π. Since P ⊆ P ′, the local épinglage τ is a fortiori adapted
to P ′ and LP ′ (cf. [12, Exp. XXVI, Prop. 1.4]), and the parabolic subgroup P ′ is of
type J ′ ⊆ J .

Lemma 12. Let P ≤ P ′ be strictly proper parabolic subgroups of G. Then there exists
k > 0 depending only on rank ΦP such that for any relative root A ∈ ΦP and any v ∈ VA

there exist relative roots Bi, Cij ∈ ΦP ′ , elements vi ∈ VBi
, uij ∈ VCij

, and integers

1We use exponential notation for conjugation, with xy = y−1xy.
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ki, ni, lij > 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ mj) that satisfy

XA(ξηkv) =
m∏

i=1

XBi
(ξkiηnivi)

∏mi

j=1 XCij
(ηlij uij).

for any ξ, η ∈ R. In particular, EP (R) = EP ′(R).

Proof. Let Θ ⊆ Φ+ be the set of positive roots corresponding to the unipotent radical
UP ′ . Clearly, −Θ corresponds to the unipotent radical U(P ′)− . Then in the notation of
§4 we have UP ′ = UΨ, U(P ′)− = U−Ψ, where Ψ = π(Θ) ⊆ Φ+

P is the corresponding set
of relative roots.

Fix an order on Φ+ in such a way that the induced order on Φ+
P ′ respects the level.

Without loss of generality, we take A ∈ Φ+
P . If A ∈ Ψ, then by Lemma 6 there are

morphisms of schemes

λB = pΦ+
P ′ ,B

◦ XA : W(VA) → W(VB), B ∈ Φ+
P ′ ,

such that XA(u) =
∏

B∈Φ+
P ′

XB(λB(u)) for any u ∈ VA, where the product is taken in
the chosen order. The Chevalley commutator formulas and descent imply that the λB,
B ∈ Φ+

P ′ , are homogeneous polynomial maps. Hence, for any A ∈ Ψ (and similarly, for
any A ∈ (−Ψ) ) the statement of the lemma holds true with uij = 0, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m.

Now, consider the case where A 
∈ Ψ. The types J and J ′ of P and P ′ are both
invariant under the group of automorphisms Γτ = Γ, that is, are unions of some Γ-orbits
of simple roots. Suppose first that J \J ′ consists of a unique Γ-orbit containing a simple
root αr ∈ Π. Then Ψ = Φ+

P \ N π(αr), so we can assume that A ∈ Φ+
P is of the form

A = nπ(αr), n ∈ Z. Since P ′ is strictly proper, the rank of the irreducible component of
ΦP containing A is at least 2. Then our statement readily follows from Lemma 11 (with
ξ replaced by ξη) and the preceding case, because any root B ∈ ΦP noncollinear to A
automatically belongs to Ψ ∪ (−Ψ) = ΦP \ Z π(αr).

Now if J \J ′ consists of more than one Γ-orbit, the proof is finished by induction, with
the use of the fact that, for any Γ-invariant subset J ′′ ⊆ Π such that J ′ ⊆ J ′′ ⊆ J , there
exists a (strictly proper) parabolic subgroup P ′′ of G containing P and having type J ′′

([12, Exp. XXVI, Lemma 3.8]). �

§6. Quillen–Suslin lemma and the proof of Theorem 1

We introduce some additional notation. For an ideal I of the ring R, we denote
by G(R, I) the kernel of the reduction homomorphism G(R) → G(R/I), by UΨ(R, I)
the intersection UΨ(R) ∩ G(R, I), by EP (I) the subgroup generated by UP (R, I) and
UP−(R, I), and by EP (R, I) the normal closure of EP (I) in EP (R). Also, for any maximal
ideal M of the ring R, we denote by FM the localization homomorphism G(R) → G(RM ).

Lemma 13. EP (R[X]) � EP (R[X], XR[X]) � EP (R).

Proof. The group EP (R[X], XR[X]) is normal in EP (R[X]) by definition, and its inter-
section with EP (R) is trivial. So it suffices to prove that UP (R) and UP (R[X], XR[X])
generate UP (R[X]). Obviously, we can assume that the patching groupoid consists of a
unique isomorphism class. Then the statement follows from Lemma 7. �

Corollary. EP (R[X]) ∩ G(R[X], XR[X]) = EP (R[X], XR[X]).

Proof. Take an element g(X) of EP (R[X]) ∩ G(R[X], XR[X]); it can be presented as
g1(X) · g2, where g1(X) ∈ EP (R[X], XR[X]), g2 ∈ EP (R). Then g2 = g1(0) · g2 =
g(0) = 1. �
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Lemma 14. Let g(Z), h(Z) ∈ G(R[Z]) be such that FM (g(Z)) = FM (h(Z)) and g(0) =
h(0). Then there exists s ∈ R \ M such that g(sZ) = h(sZ).

Proof. The corresponding statement for An is clear, and G is a closed subscheme of An

for some n. �

From now on we assume the hypothesis of Theorem 1.

Lemma 15. For any g(Z) ∈ EP (RM [Z], ZRM [Z]) there exist h(Z) ∈ EP (R[Z], ZR[Z])
and s ∈ R \ M such that FM (h(Z)) = g(sZ).

Proof. We can assume that the patching groupoid of G (over R) consists of a unique
isomorphism class. Indeed, if the closed point M of SpecR lies in an open subset Uξ =
SpecRξ (see §2), and h′(Z) ∈ EP (Rξ[Z], ZRξ[Z]) is an element mapped to g(sZ), we
can take an h(Z) that is equal to h′(Z) over Uξ and to 1 over

∐
η 	=ξ Uη.

The proof of Lemma 13 shows that EP (RM [Z]) is generated by EP (ZRM [Z]) and
EP (RM ). Hence it suffices to consider elements g(Z) of the form g1g2(Z)g−1

1 , where
g1 ∈ EP (RM ) and g2(Z) ∈ EP (ZRM [Z]). Set S = R \ M . It is easily seen that for any
s′ ∈ S there exists s ∈ S such that g2(sZ) belongs to FM (EP (s′ZR[Z])). It remains to
prove that there exists s′ ∈ S satisfying

g1FM (EP (s′ZR[Z]))g−1
1 ⊆ FM (EP (R[Z], ZR[Z])).

Instead, we prove that for any s′′ ∈ S there exists s′ ∈ S such that

(3) g1FM (EP (s′ZR[Z]))FM (EP (s′R[Z]))g−1
1 ⊆ FM (EP (s′′ZR[Z]))FM (EP (s′′R[Z])).

Then we can assume that g1 is a root generator of EP (RM ).
Let Pmin be the minimal parabolic subgroup of GRM

contained in PRM
, and let

ΦPmin be the corresponding system of relative roots. Lemma 12 implies that EP (RM ) =
EPRM

(RM ) coincides with EPmin(RM ), so we can take g1 = XA(v) for some A ∈ ΦPmin ,
v ∈ VA. Moreover, by Lemma 12, we have XA(tv) ∈ FM (EP (R)) for some t = t(g1) ∈ S.

By Lemma 7, the group FM (EP (s′R[Z])) (respectively, FM (EP (s′ZR[Z]))) is gener-
ated by the elements h0 of the form XC(ξs′FM (eC,i)) (respectively, XC(ξs′ZFM (eC,i))),
where C ∈ ΦP , ξ ∈ R[Z], and the elements eC,i span VC ⊗ R[Z] over R[Z]. To
prove (3), it suffices to show that g1h0g

−1
1 ∈ FM (EP (s′′R[Z])) (respectively, g1h0g

−1
1 ∈

FM (EP (s′′ZR[Z]))FM (EP (s′′R[Z]))) for all generators h0 with ξ = 1, because the general
statement follows readily if we replace Z by ξZ.

Taking, in Lemma 12, ξ = 1, η = s′ (respectively, ξ = Z, η = s′), and s′ = (s′′′)k

for some s′′′ ∈ S, we can represent h0 as a (finite) product of elements h of the form
XB(s′′′u) (respectively, XB(s′′′Zu)

∏
i XDi

(s′′′wi)), where B ∈ ΦPmin , u ∈ VB ⊗ RM [Z],
Di ∈ ΦPmin , wi ∈ VDi

⊗ RM [Z]. Clearly, we can restrict ourselves to the elements
h of the form XB(s′′′u) (respectively, XB(s′′′Zu)). As above, by Lemma 12 we have
h ∈ FM (EP (R[Z])) (respectively, FM (EP (ZR[Z]))) as soon as s′′′ is divisible by a certain
r = r(h) ∈ S.

Next, in the case where mB 
= −kA for any m, k ≥ 1, Lemma 9 obviously implies
g1hg−1

1 ∈ FM (EP (s′′R[Z])) (respectively, g1hg−1
1 ∈ FM (EP (s′′ZR[Z]))) if s′′′ is divisible

by s′′ and by certain powers of t and r. Consider the case where A and B are collinear.
By the assumption of Theorem 1, the rank of any irreducible component of ΦPmin is at

least 2. Then, by Lemma 11, for any u ∈ VB ⊗RM [Z] we can find relative roots B1, . . . ,
Bm, C1, . . . , Cm ∈ ΦPmin noncollinear to B (and hence to A), elements vi ∈ VBi

⊗RM [Z],
ui ∈ VCi

⊗ RM [Z], and integers ki, li > 0, ni ≥ 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ m) such that

XB(ξη2u) =
m∏

i=1

XBi
(ξkiηnivi)XCi

(ηliui)
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for any ξ, η ∈ RM [Z]. Set ξ = s1 (respectively, Zs1), η = s2, where both s1, s2 ∈ S are
divisible by sufficiently large powers of t and s′′, and also by p ∈ S such that pui, pvi ∈
R[Z] for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Now, if s′′′ ∈ S is divisible by s1s

2
2, then by Lemmas 9 and 12

we obtain

g1hg−1
1 ∈ FM (EP (s′′R[Z]))FM (EP (s′′R[Z])) = FM (EP (s′′R[Z]))

(respectively,
g1hg−1

1 ∈ FM (EP (s′′ZR[Z]))FM (EP (s′′R[Z]))),
as required. �

Lemma 16. For any g(X) ∈ G(R[X]) such that FM (g(X)) lies in EP (RM [X]), there
exists s ∈ R \ M satisfying g(aX)g(bX)−1 ∈ EP (R[X]) for all a, b ∈ R such that a ≡ b
mod s.

Proof. Consider the element f(Z) = g(X(Y + Z))g(XY )−1 ∈ G(R[X, Y, Z]). Observe
that FM (f(Z)) ∈ EP (RM [X, Y, Z]) and f(0) = 1. By the corollary to Lemma 13,
FM (f(Z)) belongs to EP (RM [X, Y, Z], ZRM [X, Y, Z]). Now, by Lemma 15, there exists
h(Z) ∈ EP (R[X, Y, Z], ZR[X, Y, Z]) and s1 /∈ M such that FM (h(Z)) = FM (f(s1Z)).
By Lemma 14, there is s2 /∈ M such that h(s2Z) = f(s1s2Z). Set s = s1s2; then
g(X(Y + sZ))g(XY )−1 lies in EP (R[X, Y, Z]). Now we specialize Y and Z to obtain the
statement we need. �

Lemma 17. Let g(X) ∈ G(R[X]) be such that g(0) ∈ EP (R), and suppose FM (g(X)) ∈
EP (RM [X]) for all maximal ideals M . Then g(X) ∈ EP (R[X]).

Proof. For any maximal ideal M , we choose sM /∈ M as in Lemma 16. Since the ideal
generated by all sM ’s is not contained in any maximal one, there is a partition of unity
1 =

∑N
i=1 sMi

ti. We apply the Abel method of summation by parts: if aj denotes the
partial sum

∑N−j
i=1 sMi

ti, then aj+1 ≡ aj mod sMN−j
, and we have

g(X) =
( N−1∏

j=0

g(ajX)g(aj+1X)−1
)
g(0),

where all factors are in EP (R[X]). �

Proof of Theorem 1. Let Q be a parabolic subgroup of G distinct from P . Let g ∈
EQ(R); we need to prove that g ∈ EP (R). We may assume that g ∈ UQ(R). Choose
g(X) ∈ UQ(R[X]) as in Lemma 8, and let M be a maximal ideal of R. By [12, Exp. XXVI,
Cor. 5.2 and Cor. 5.7], over RM both parabolic subgroups P and Q contain some minimal
parabolic subgroups Pmin and Qmin, and these subgroups are conjugate by an element
h ∈ EPmin(RM ). Now, FM (g(X)) lies in UQ(RM [X]), and a fortiori in UQmin(RM [X]).
Hence, hFM (g(X))h−1, and then also FM (g(X)), are inside the group EPmin(RM [X]),
which coincides with EP (RM [X]) by Lemma 12. Since g(0) = 1, Lemma 17 implies that
g(X) is in EP (R[X]). But g = g(1), so g lies in EP (R), and the theorem is proved. �

§7. Examples

1. Let D be an Azumaya algebra over R, of degree d. The group G = GLr+1(D) is a re-
ductive algebraic group of type A(r+1)d−1 (more precisely, the functor S �→ GLr+1(D⊗S)
is represented by a reductive group scheme G). The subgroup P ≤ G consisting of up-
per triangular matrices is a parabolic subgroup of type {d, 2d, . . . , (r + 1)d}. The sys-
tem ΦP of relative roots with respect to P is a root system of type Ar. The module
VA corresponding to relative roots A ∈ ΦP can be identified with D, so that the maps
Nεi−εj ,εj−εk,11 : D×D → D coincide with multiplication in D. The elementary subgroup
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EP (R) coincides with the subgroup Er+1(D) ⊆ GLr+1(D) generated by elementary ma-
trices.
2. Let V be a projective module of rank 2n endowed with a nondegenerate quadratic
form Q. Consider the group O(V, Q) of Q-invariant automorphisms of V . One can
define (see, e.g., [16]) the Dickson map from O(V, Q) to (Z /2 Z)R; if 2 ∈ R∗, this map
coincides with the usual determinant map. Its kernel O+(V, Q) is a reductive algebraic
group of type Dn. Suppose that V contains r < n pairwise orthogonal hyperbolic pairs
(e1, f1), . . . , (er, fr) (i.e., Q(ei) = Q(fi) = 0 and Q(ei + fj) = δij). Then the subgroup
P ≤ O+(V, Q) of automorphisms that preserve the flag

〈e1〉 ≤ 〈e1, e2〉 ≤ · · · ≤ 〈e1, . . . , er〉

is a parabolic subgroup of type {1, . . . , r}. The respective relative roots form a root
system of type Br. The module VA corresponding to a relative root A can be identified
with R if A is long, and with the orthogonal complement to 〈e1, . . . , er, f1, . . . , fr〉 ⊆ V
if A is short. If A, B, and A + B are relative roots, the map NAB11 looks like this:

• (u, v) �→ ±(Q(u + v) − Q(u) − Q(v)) if A and B are short;
• (a, b) �→ ±ab if A and B are long;
• (a, v) �→ ±av if A is long and B is short.

If A is a long root and if B is a short root such that A+2B is also a root, then the map
NAB12 takes (a, v) ∈ VA × VB to ±aQ(v). The elementary subgroup EP (R) coincides
with the group generated by the so-called Eichler–Siegel–Dickson transvections.
3. Let S be a quadratic étale extension of R, i.e., a twisted form of the algebra R × R.
Then S possesses an involution x �→ x̄ obtained by twisting the involution (a, b) �→ (b, a).
The set of -̄stable elements of S coincides with R. The map tr : S → R, x �→ x + x̄, is
called the trace map.

Let V be a projective S-module of rank n + 1 endowed with a nondegenerate form
H. The group U(V, H) of H-invariant automorphisms of V is a reductive group over R,
of type 2An (index 2 means that the group is of outer type; that is, the automorphism
group of an object of the patching groupoid consists of two elements). Suppose that V
contains r ≤ n

2 pairwise orthogonal hyperbolic pairs (e1, f1), . . . , (er, fr) (i.e., H(ei, ei) =
H(fi, fi) = 0 and H(ei, fj) = δij). The subgroup P ≤ U(V, H) of automorphisms that
preserve the flag

〈e1〉 ≤ 〈e1, e2〉 ≤ · · · ≤ 〈e1, . . . , er〉
is a parabolic subgroup of type {1, . . . , r, n−r+1, . . . , n}. The relative roots form a root
system of type BCr. The module VA corresponding to a relative root A can be identified
with S if A is short, with the orthogonal complement to 〈e1, . . . , er, f1, . . . , fr〉 ⊆ V if A
is extra short, and with ker tr if A is long. If A, B, and A + B are relative roots, the
map NAB11 looks like this:

• (u, v) �→ ±H(u, v) if A and B are extra short;
• (a, b) �→ ±ab if A, B and A + B are short;
• (a, v) �→ ±av if A is short, B is extra short;
• (a, b) �→ ±(ab − b̄ā) if A and B are short, A + B is long;
• (a, b) �→ ±ab if A is long and B is short;
• (u, v) �→ ±(H(u, v) − H(v, u)) if A = B is extra short.

If A + 2B is a relative root, then the map NAB12 looks like this:

• (a, b) �→ ±b̄ab if A is long and B is short;
• (a, v) �→ ±aσ(H(v, v)), where σ is a certain fixed section of tr, if A is short and

B is extra short.
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4. Recall that an algebra is said be alternative if any two elements generate an associative
subalgebra. A Cayley algebra over a ring R is an alternative algebra C with 1 endowed
with an involution x �→ x̄ and such that C is a projective R-module of constant rank 8,
and the norm map n(x) = x̄x = xx̄ takes values in R and is a nondegenerate quadratic
form on C. Then the trace map t(x) = x + x̄ on C also takes values in R.

Given a Cayley algebra C and three invertible scalars γ1, γ2, γ3 ∈ R, we can construct
the cubic Jordan algebra J = H3(C, γ1, γ2, γ3) consisting of the matrices

(4)

⎛
⎝

ξ1 c3 γ−1
1 γ3c̄2

γ−1
2 γ1c̄3 ξ2 c1

c2 γ−1
3 γ2c̄1 ξ3

⎞
⎠

with c1, c2, c3 ∈ C and ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 ∈ R. In particular, there is a norm on J , which is a
cubic map N : J → R; the norm of the matrix (4) equals

ξ1ξ2ξ3 − γ−1
3 γ2ξ1n(c1) − γ−1

1 γ3ξ2n(c2) − γ−1
2 γ1ξ1n(c3) + t(c1c2c3).

See [17] or [8] for the details.
Set

e1 =

⎛
⎝

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

⎞
⎠ , e2 =

⎛
⎝

0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

⎞
⎠ , e3 =

⎛
⎝

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

⎞
⎠ .

Observe that e1, e2, e3 are pairwise orthogonal idempotents in J with sum 1. We denote
by c[ij], where c ∈ C and 1 ≤ i 
= j ≤ 3, the matrix of the form (4) with γjc at the
position (i, j) and zeros at all positions distinct from (i, j) and (j, i).

The functor

S �→ {g ∈ GL(J ⊗ S) | N(gx) = N(x) for all x ∈ J ⊗ S′, S ⊆ S′}
is represented by a semisimple group scheme G of type E6. The subgroup P ≤ G of
automorphisms that preserve the flag

0 ≤

⎛
⎝
∗ 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

⎞
⎠ ≤

⎛
⎝
∗ ∗ 0
∗ ∗ 0
0 0 0

⎞
⎠ ≤ J

is a parabolic subgroup of type {α1, α6} (cf. [13]). The first nontrivial member of the
flag is spanned by e1, and the second coincides with the summand J0(e3) of the Pierce
decomposition induced by e3 (i.e., with the set of elements of J cancelled by e3).

The corresponding relative roots form a root system of type A2, where ΦP =
{±(ε1 − ε2),±(ε2−ε3),±(ε1−ε3)} in the notation of [11]. The module VA corresponding
to a relative root A can be identified with C. Then the element Xεi−εj

(c) is the “alge-
braic transvection” Tγ−1

j c[ij],ej
, and the map Nεi−εj ,εj−εk,11 : C × C → C coincides with

multiplication in C (see, e.g., [8, (v)]). The elementary subgroup EP (R) is the subgroup
generated by all algebraic transvections.
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